
NUSANTARA 
VANILLA

we provide spices with
premium quality

 
Origin Product from

Indonesia



Indonesia, is one of the largest spices and herbs producing
countries in the world. The quality of the spices and herbs from
Indonesia is also of very high quality. Directly from the hands of
local farmers, and processed through the best manufacturing
process. 

However, the lack of knowledge and ability of local farmers to
reach domestic and global market is one of the factors of their
lack of welfare. In addition, the import of spices and herbs
from other countries to Indonesia has caused the price of
local products to fall.

For this reason, we created a brand ‘Nusantara vanilla’ as a
speciality in the product of spices, herbs and their processed
product. 

We are determind to be a solution and a’bridge’between local
farmers with a wide market,in order to provides them with a
higher selling price, so that they can get decent welfare. We will
assist local farmers in selling their products to domestics and
global markets.

ABOUT US 



Vision 
Become global network company
which creates highly quality and

valued product

Mission
Give the best service and

product that customer wants.
Make Indonesian products

better known in foreign country.
Always maintain our product

quality for ensuring customers
satisfaction.
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Our Signature Product 

Gourmet Vanilla Beans

Color 

Moisture Content

Vanilla Content

Size 

Price

Black

30-35%

2,25%

17cm above

$230 - $250/kg  FOB



Our Signature Product 

 Vanilla Beans Grade B

Color 

Moisture Content

Vanilla Content

Size 

Price

Black

20-25%

1,5%

14cm above

$200 - $230/kg  FOB



Why Choose Us  

Quarantine Certified

Best Quality Cuts

Gourmet Vanilla Beans

We always maintain the quality and
attach the quarantine certificate to

ensure that our products are healthy.
 

We offer some of the finest gourmet
and extract-grade Indonesia beans
available, at an outstanding price.

 

Our Vanilla Beans produce the sweetly,
delicate aroma and flavor that can only

be found in quality vanilla. It a very
popular flavoring used in baking,

perfumes, and aromatherapy.



OUR GALLERY



CONTACT US

+6287832655340

www.nusantaravanilla.com

Andre@nusantaravanilla.com


